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LISTO 153x200 mm with adjustment and slide

LISTO 153x150 mm without adjustment

Co.fe.mo Industrie and the trend of the
market in 2018
New LISTO automatic mechanism
Co.fe.mo Industrie, - one of the most important
leading company in the production of office furniture components - following the success of the
newest synchro automatic mechanism LISTO,
now launches its restyling on the market, having
made it more compact and cleaner in its aesthetic lines.
LISTO is a mechanism with a contemporary and
essential design, easy to use, functional and ergonomic.
LISTO allows to maintain an optimal lumbar
contact during the tilt (19° of the backrest travel):
automatically adapting the backrest response to
the chair user, the legs lift is extremely reduced;
in this way the user is accompanied and perfectly balanced during the chair tilting.
LISTO is available in the version with fixing plate
153x150 MM or 153x200 MM; options are the
fine tension adjustment knob - to optimize its
use - and the seat depth adjustment.
Thanks to its small size and extreme versatility, LISTO mechanism lends itself to a series of
customizations (integrated into the seat, activated by cables, etc.) according to the client’s
functional and aesthetic needs, and has already
been chosen by different designers and companies as heart of the project of new chairs.

2018 represented for Co.fe.mo Industrie a year of
consolidation of important milestones: new projects
with customers of primary importance, positive responses from the market regarding the new presented products, growth in turnover, employment of new
human resources in order to guarantee a reliable and
qualified level of service and quick response time.
Thanks to all our customers, suppliers, and collaborators for the excellent work done and the precious
cooperation over the years.

Orgatec Fair in Cologne
Orgatec (held in October 2018 in Cologne, Germany)
has represented for Co.fe.mo Industrie a moment
of great success on the international market: our aluminum and plastic components (with a high qualitative and aesthetic niveau) have been introduced by
our customers in their new collections, immediately
obtaining a highly appreciated feedback.
The contribution of Co.fe.mo on new projects has
been decisive both in terms of co-design and actual
production of the components themselves, such as
chair kits, integrated mechanisms in the seats, new
chair shells, new bases etc.
Orgatec 2018: an event full of satisfaction both for our
customers and for Co.fe.mo staff, which indeed acts
as decisive part in the constant growth of our worldwide reality.
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